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Press Release:
Crawford Technologies Introduces

PRO Transform Manager Version 2
Toronto, Ontario, March 21, 2003 - Crawford Technologies Inc. today
introduced their newest transformation management solution, PRO Transform
Manager Version 2.

This latest version adds significant functionality to permit

clients to even more dynamically control their printing process.

These

organizations need to route documents such as statements, invoices or reports
to multiple and different printers or distribution systems. By utilizing the PRO
Transform Manager, clients can further automate their print production process
without having to change existing workflow and operating environments.

One of the key features of this version of PRO Transform Manager Version 2
allows clients to specify an unlimited number of asynchronous transformation
processes letting any number of transforms process simultaneously. Coupled
with a new and user-friendly graphical interface, clients will find it very easy to
manage and control their entire transformation process including: file splitting,
index extractions, document enhancement and output management. The multithreading GUI-based PRO Transform Manager is available on Solaris, Linux and
Windows.

Like all other Crawford modules, this software is compatible with the

entire suite of PRO transform products.

PRO Transform Manager is another product from Crawford that allows more
functionality without changing the way companies are doing business. This
management module provides integration flexibility.

Like the previous version,

PRO Transform Manager Version 2 facilitates web loading.

For example, a

Xerox Metacode mainframe file can be split into sub-documents, transformed to
PDF and routed to a website for immediate access worldwide, all fully
automated.

“Combined with any of our print-stream transforms, this tool gives users a very
powerful, yet simple operational tool. We have designed this product to allow
operators with very little training to be able to monitor and manage a production
environment with a continuous flow of print files being converted, printed and
distributed”, exclaimed Ernie Crawford, President of Crawford Technologies Inc.

Jay Pollitt, VP of Sales and Marketing states, “This version of our PRO
Transform Manager provides our clients with one of the most user-friendly
interfaces in the industry. The end user can literally watch a job process while
concurrently monitoring any file conversion output problems”.

About Crawford Technologies Inc.
Crawford Technologies Inc. provides print stream transform, extraction and
manipulation solutions that are unsurpassed in the industry. With our committed
and knowledgeable product teams, Crawford provides unparalleled development,
design and support. Crawford is a global leader in providing advanced print
production transformation products for the financial, insurance, medical,
government, and telecommunications industry.

Crawford’s powerful suite of

conversion and enhancement products automates the transformation of printstream, data manipulation and document output. Crawford Technologies Inc. is
based in Canada. Our Toronto and Vancouver development centers produce
high quality, cross-platform products using advanced development and testing
techniques such as white box testing, daily builds and automated regression
tests. Our sales and marketing activities are coordinated in Colorado.

